Wie heißen die auf den folgenden Bildern gezeigten Dinge/Tiere/Menschen?
Übersetzen Sie die folgenden englischen Wörter und Sätze bitte ins Deutsche.

coffee
apples
cheese
pepper
wheel / wheels
fun
next
code
horse
deadly
vanilla
evening
parents
ruin
church
bicycle
lion
kitchen
girl
boy
nails
glass
bath

The queen always sits on her throne and sleeps.

It's the most important thing in the world.

The girl defended her brother.

Chemistry lessons always make me nervous.

The pupil went to school.

The lemons hung in the trees.

The lion is the king of the animals.

In the kitchen there are pots, pans, knives, forks and spoons.

The seats in the theatre are very comfortable.

He always eats cheese with salt and pepper.